




The Life Support System providing clean water to your aquatic environments 
is co-dependent on a series of other functions besides the filtration process.

These other functions include circulation, chemical treatment, sanitation, 
personal hygiene, operating personnel and safety.

Your sand filter is very basic in its operation, and as a rule , user friendly and 
dependable.  If all other functions perform as designed, the filter system
should provide clean, clear water for your LSS.

Comprehensive knowledge and understanding of the design functions of your 
specific system is crucial to proper operation of your system. 

•What is the LSS capacity in gallons?

•What are the required filter and backwash rates in gallons per minute per 
square foot (GPM/sq. ft.)? 

•Does your system include the necessary indicators such as gauges, sight glass, 
flow-meters and control valves?



INSPECTING THE FILTER MEDIA

1. Is the filter bed top elevation consistent with manufacturers
recommendation?
2. Are there any uneven mounding of media on the bed surface? 
3. Is there noticeable spacing (channeling) between the filter bed and 
outer wall of the filter tank? 
4. Are there any other voids in the filter bed indicating “channeling”?
5. Is the bed surface clear of foreign materials? If not, does the
captured material form a sheet like barrier? Can you peel it off the bed?
6. If the surface area is clear, can you penetrate easily through the
Surface, or is the surface crusted over?
7. Can you compress the media by grabbing a handful and
making a baseball sized ball out of the material?
8. If you explore down 9 to 12 inches, do you feel compacted or clumped 
media?
9. Carefully inspect the media to see if the support gravel  is mixed in 
with the filter media.





Sub aSnilaS

What’s New
A n assortment of new and improved media is available for LSS applications 
ranging from crushed glass to crab shell media. 
Miami Filter’s current favorite is a sub-angular silica product called “Majestic 
White”. This new product is manufactured specifically for sand filtration, 
producing finished product down to 5 microns with superior particulate 
holding capacity resulting in longer run times between backwash 
procedures.   For additional info visit Mifi Booth.







Rocco and Chooch Friggoli
of Friggoli’s Gator Farm, 
Bakery and Adult Novelty 
Emporium, in Podunk 
Louisiana, wrote:

Chooch and I have been 
facing challenging times and 
don’t want our critters to be 
affected by the financial 
deficits, can AALSO help us 
maximize our existing 
system?


